a moaning or crcaking sound. ' « would thus denote some kind ot wizards, either vcntriloquists or whisperers of charms. So far for the meaning. The form, however, has not received sufficient attention. Some grammarians are contented to take it äs a Kttl form. But D^BK being a nomen agentis by signification, this explanation can hardly be considered satisfactory. This diffkulty, which is quite obvious, was noticed already by J. OLSHAUSEN, and in order to avoid it, he takes the singular to be not ttK but ''DK, and classifies it among forms like %} and "HD} 1 . This suggestion, however, does not improve matters in the least Forms with the termination *-, corresponding to Arabic ^-are relative adjectives, and denote that a person or t hing belongs to, or is connected with the word from which they are derived .in respect to origin, family, birth, sect, trade, etc. 2 , but they never denote the agent. One cannot say in Hebrew a writer. It is therefore preferable to take ttN äs the singular of The Arabic kJ^l a sound is an infmitive, and shoud not be compared with BK.
' _ %£ 2 DöfeJ. DK a mother, Arabic ^ or f \, has been taken by many scholars äs a term of fondness and endearment, presumably in the absence of any plausible derivation from any verb. In the ninth edition of GESENIÜS' Hebrew Lexicon, it is suggested to connect this word with Arabic ^\ he preceded, went before, hence the mother, literaly, someone who preceded the child. DELITZSCH 3 objects to this explanation, and remarks that the mother certainly precedes the child in point of time, but the same may be said of the father. He therefore suggests to derive DK from Assyrian amämu = was wide, spacious. Whence DK originally meant a womb äs being -wide, or spacious, and then it was applied to the mother herseif. Just äs we find in Hebrew poetry that a girl is called Dfh (Jdc 5 30) from womb. But the objection raised against •GESENIUS* Suggestion is not äs strong as'it appears at first sight It is true that DH in that sense could have been applied to the father äs well äs to the mother and to many other persons or things which preceded the child. But are we always able to account for the circumstances why a certain term with a wide denotation is restricted in time to a particular object? And yet DELITZSCH himself derives ) 1 fatherin-law (only wife's father) from Assyrian hatänu = to protect, although this term with such a signification could well be applied to the husband's father äs well äs to wife's, and yet äs a matter of fact it is restricted to the latter. Nor, to be consistent, is it easy to see why DN meaning a womb should denote a mother in particular and not any female in general.
Even if we should consider the derivation of DN a mother from a root denoting preceded a little far-fetched, we can still, to my mind, connect Di* with ^\. FREYTAG gives docuit äs one ofthe meanings of p. It is therefore probable that DK *= one who is training, or teaching, hence the mother who is bringing up the child. As the mother is the first teacher of the child, this term would naturally be applied to her.
At all events, whatever the original meaning of the root may be,
C)
the form can hardly be considered to be a JJo. It is much better to takê <* î t äs an unaugmented J-^ with an active signification, = D^DN. Arabiĉ \ would accordingly be a Jkij with the same signification, äs is frequently the case'.
The connection of DN with Arabic^p would also explain, I think, the Mishnaic expressions iOpD^ DK W and ? DK W which occur in Sanhed. 4 a and other places. Hitherto these expressions have not been satisfactorily treated. LEW in his Wörterbzich translates it by Hauptsache, von der etwas, ausgeht, woraus fing, ng a hoe, which has D^flg s well s DVlg for its plural, is of very doubtful derivation, and it is therefore not safe to speculate about its formation.
N3. flja (Ez 29 19) her spoil is a J-S form, if we assume that without a suffix it would be D. It is also possible that it is only atte-6 Λ* nuate'd from ϊ § which is a JAS. The same remark applies to the feminine Π?. y?a. h$ Bei is taken by WRIGHT 1 to be contracted from bj , y being dropped, s in the case of Γ\Γ\ Ruth^ which is supposed to be a contraction of ftiJTI· This view is now abandoned, and the majority of modern scholars, s N LDEKE, for instance, deny the possibility of the V being elided, and explain ^ s a Babylonian loan-word. HAUPT is of opinion that ^ § isCeyen older than by$. But s Jewish mythology derives the word ^ from the root Mo be mixed] τοη/used (Gen n 9), it is not unlikely that the same play of words was intended in ^ §. Thus ^ § would be like ^2 with a passive signification the confused oue. It is to be noted that this word occurs only three times in the Old Testament 1 , and in each case the mocking and derisive tone is very distinctly noticeable.
No verb of this root occurs in Hebrew. Its nouns are obviously to be connected with Arabic Jai> one of whose meanings is it owed little by little (of water). Hence we have Jp^^ having little water (used of ^ a pif), J^olf (with lengthened a in the first syllable) ' moisture and ^A> little water. It is interesting to note that in Arabic both J-^ and J>^ occur of this root with almost the same meaning, both being augmented, whereas in Hebrew both are found unaugmented, y a swamp, marsh = Y^Z, corresponding to J^oS, and ΠΒΑ = Π2ρ2Ώ £' χ . * T " . T "' corresponding to ^^^ . These two iorms are with an active signification. It is also possible to derive p and Π^Ξΐ from Jkf it exuded upon the rock or ground. This would of course make no difference to the explanation of the form.
"HS. This root is usually transitive in Hebrew, and signifies he purified, selected, purged. This is evident from the expression "1VD ^Π (Isa 49 -2) a polished arrow, which cannot obviously be an intransitive adjective like DiSJJ, for in that case it would have to be a pious arrow. So is also "ΐϊΓΠ* (Eze 2038) / shall purge transitive. In the cognate languages on the other hand it is usually intransitive, Arabic j* = was pious, kind, just. The meaning of factis aut verbis domuit, which is given by FREYTAG, is missing in LANE. In Assyrian bar ru = was shining. ô == purity, piety s well s pure, just, kind. As to the latter meaning, FREYTAG remarks,that it is pro £ which is an ordinary JA adjective, and = Hebrew Ί?. It is, however, quite clear that ^ piety, purity
cannot belone to the same class s *> pure, etc. The former is a J-»i o» ' ' ' * < form = J£, whereas the latter is an unaugmented J-^, and == \±$ which is actually in use s an adjective. BARTH would classify y T? *y% *löÖ? *7 ( · 72 6). The classification of these two nouns äs jAj and £ «, respectively, is very forced and unnatural. It is difficult to conceive how the abstract nouns l? and HJJ = 5 and 3 shearing could also denote ßeece, or land to be mown. On the other hand if these f > ..·" * nouns are taken to be unaugmented J-^ and ÄX^ÄS forms with a passive signification, the sense at once becomes clear and intelligible, äs they would then = something cut, or s körn. oT his assumption is to some extent supported by Arabic *£». something that is 'cut, hence wool, ßeece which has precisely the same signification äs ß.jsL ( and *ß.j^ EBN-EZRA can hardly mean that h$ is a Js*U form, for Dn can never be that, even if we were to admit that ^13 can be contracted to h$, which in itself is not possible, since, äs was explained above 2 , the o --unaugmented J^U of this class of verbs must be Dp. He doubtless wishes to say that hl is an adjective denoting the agent, äs hy\& usually does. We are not told to what kind of form it would correspond in the ordinary strong verb, but it is only asserted that forms like Db may be adjectives denoting the agent. QlMHi is also of the same opinion, and is still less explicit in his note to this passage. He says that hl is like Dh and Dh*? (Prv 1029) to the perfect man. In his Michloft, however, all these words are explained to be ^IJJÖ forms.
The translation of this verse would accordingly be As for him who rolls upon Jahweh, He will deliver him, etc., taking hl to be a casus pendens. -This explanation does away with the awkwardness which is more or less feit when we take hl either äs an infinitive or imperative.
It is of course quite immaterial whether hl is taken to be a jii, form « A3, or a lengthened J^»i = hty, since, äs is well known, both have the same signification and the same appearance in the geminate o · χ verb. But s J^ * forms are by far more frequent, it is perhaps better to take fei = W? . Its meaning may either be active, the object being understood, or passive, in which case it should be rendered, He who is rolled upon Jahweh.
"HJ. Hebrew "HJ s well s Arabic ^4-signifies he dragged, drew, pulled. ΓΠ? cud is doubtless a '<&<£** from = nTl something dragged up. It is impossible to take it s an Imitation of the ruminating sound, since that sound is hardly like ΓΗ? at all. It is indeed very obvious to connect ΓΠ3 with "HJ. Thus *ir *6 ΓΗ? (Lev n 7) literally means the cud it does not drag up, i. e., does not chew it, Ί^. being imperfect Qal according to GESENIUS-KAUTZSCH § 6jg, -being instead of -on account of the pause. Cf. also the expression ΓΠ5 r6gil, literally, it brought up the cud (Lev u in several verses).
A real participle with some verbal force is probably to be recognised in ΓΡ3 (Deut 148), which can be taken to be s an unaugmented ^-^3 with an active signification dragging up, i. e., chewing its cud. It is not at all surprising that TT\\ which is feminin should stand near D^S which is masculine, for these two participles refer to Ί^Π which is used in the Old Testament for both genders 1 ; it is only later on in the Mishna that we meet the feminine ΓΠΜΠ. Nor is this an isolated instance where masculine and feminine verbs and adjectives agree with one and the same noun in the same verse, Cf. Gen 28 22 329.
The commonly accepted explanation of Deut 148 is that ΓΠ5 is a noun s in all other cases and that the verb ΪΡ feil out. The verse is accordingly to be read either iTJ "n? &}, or, s in Lev II 7 & ΠΊ3 fcWll *)J\ One or the other of these emendations is adopted by most modern commentators, and substantially by E N-EZRA of mediaeval ones. Arabic *p*. has two significations: a) mode of f dragging, in which case it is a £X S = ϊζ^.; δ) cud, and then it is a ^^ with a passive signification like Hebrew ΓΠ?. zyL a wood to catch gazclles = *J^4-is a ώ^Χί with an active signification, literally, something that drags in, cf. the Hebrew expression 1£*]ΠΞ! ttVilP (Hab i 15) he drags him away in his net.
Cf. fcstf tt (Hos 138) and DS^T D'.n (IIKings 2 24).
3*1 a bcar is explained s being derived from the verb l^l moved gcntly, glided] Arabic CJ> crcpt^ crawled, walked sloivfy; whence a bear, because of its gentle movement. The form is J^I «=* 3ΟΊ with an active signification, something t hat moves gently. Syriac j^« is a J-*AS => J-uo, with the same signification. This explanation of the formation is to some extent supported by Arabic <Ljj*> a she-camel that can searcely walk, which contains exactly the same notion s 3*1, except that it is applied to a different object. So also 2 l£, which is the o «^ oô rdinary J^U form, -a crceping thing. <te> has two meanings: a) manner of creeping, and is then a λλΑ3 form = ^£; b} something that creeps,
in which case it is Al^A3 = A^-OA. The same is the case with *-» : " " " . « * when it signifies a way, statt, mode, it is «O S; but when it denotes a female-bear it is AJy»i =* A^£>. ^->^ a mode, way is a (J-5^; when it = a bear it is J^ S. F. HOMMEL 1 , however, thinks that Arabic tl£ is a loan-word from the North Semitic dialects.
Π2Π a report, evil report, defamation is better derived from Assyrian dababu = plotted, planned, than from ^Lf>. The form is most likely ^ ^ S with a passive signification, something planned, plotted. It should be compared with Tty^tt a rumour, literally, something heard = Syriac U^^OA which is taken s a passive participle by WRIGHT 2 . It is interesting to observe that some lexicographers assume that in Neo-Hebrew there exists a root D^ with the meaning of spoke softly, whispered, murmured. Π^ would according to 'this view be something whispered, spoken softly. The basis for this assumption is »»»pnV'1 1DN1 i» nmn vmn ty 10^1 rnyn πΛπ ΓΠΙΜΟΡ ^D te (Sanh. 9ob) which is sometimes interpreted: ^?^ Rabbi Johanan said . . . s for him .whose legal decision is mentioned in his name in this worid, his lips whisper in the grave. But flU^H in this passage is perhaps better rendered by move gently, and this rendering is supported by the context where ΓΠΜΠ is supposed to correspond to D 'H. -This is both intransitive, was silent, grew dumb, and transitive he l silenced, destroyed, s i ^ ^Π? D^li (I Sam 2 9) and the wicked will be destroyed-or silenced in the darkness, and DI^O ni«J i nil (Jer 25 27). «^/ the pastures, or habitations of peace will be destroyed. So also Arabic J"> =, among many other signifkations, desiroyed, beat, broke.
HETD in DVJ ^ΓΏ Π8Ή "1123 Ή (Eze 27 32) has caused some difficulty to commentators and grammarians. The ordinary translation is who is like Tyre, like her who is destroyed in the midst of the sea? This seems to be the only possible meaning that the sentence can yield. But 0 X p ·* how can n ;J, which is supposed to be a λλ** form, denote that? Hence many commentators have resorted to emendations. CORNILL suggests to read ΓΠ^3 honoured, respected. This reading, it must be owned, gives excellent sense, s ΓΠ^3 would accordingly refer to the former glory of Tyre and its predominant position among nations, and is thus fully in harmony with the following verses. Others read ΠοΊ}, Niphal participle of ΠΙΜ which has sometimes the same meaning s Dfrn.
All emendations, however, would be rendered unnecessary, and all difficulties removed if we were to take H 'j s an unaugmented passive participle λ-j^ii. HD}? would then = ΠοίοΊ3, and MT would yield the sense required for the passage. The rendering would then be s cited above. The 3 of Πο^3 is in no way against Hebrew syntax if this rendering be adopted.
An entirely different Suggestion is made by DELITZSCH 1 who considers it probable to connect Πφ}3 with Assyrian dam mu = groaned, wailed, lamerited, and renders: Wer gleicht Tyrus an Jammer? But unless we read Π&*Ή this rendering is'^syntactically impossible.
It should not be overlooked that there is another possibility of parsing Πο^Ι without altering its meaning, and that is to take it s a passive participle of ΠΕΠ he destroyed. It would then be the old and rarely-found passive participle like iV^n (Jdc 138 brayed and then spinkled. &£> also = beauty, in which case it is a XJU form = ^Jusi, literally, thinness, and belongs to the intransitive root.
DDJ. There can hardly be any doubt that this root possesses at least two meanings which are quite different in their nature. This would appear sufficiently certain from }pW ^nbt (Job 17 n) on the one hand and the ordinary word HDl on the other. ψζΟ ^nbt can in no conceivable way have any signification which can reasonably be connected with the radical meaning of HDT a crime, wickedness, lewdness. Nor can the verb dDJ he thought, devised logically have anything in common with it. Thus the view of the Oxford Gesenius Lexicon, assuming that Arabic "JJ corresponds to all the Hebrew forms of DDJ is unjustifiable. Much to be preferred is the view of GESENIUS-BUHL which recognises two roots in Hebrew ; one corresponding to Arabic J> and the other to ^y Now p = he blamed, censured, whence ΠΟΤ = something blamed or censured, that is to say a crime, wickedness, and then it was usually restricted to lewdness, especially in later Hebrew. The form is therefore an unaug- With demonstrative pronouns, which usually have the same constructions s adjectives, it is the rule to omit the definite article after a noun determined by a pronominal suffix. Thus we have Π^Κ 'Ρ'ΠΡ (Ex 11 8) these thy servants; Π{ «ja (Deut 21 20) this our son; n«t ^O^» (Gen 24 8) from this my oath.
The reverse case, when an adjective qualifying an undetermined noun has the definite article, is more frequent, · and is usually met with in the later books of the Old Testament and especially in the Mishnah. rnn«n n?n (i Reg 78), n^naa ι?π (ibid. 712); rfynxj no}3, D^snn mn«, D^ll^^in ^^i (Mishnah, in several places) are a few of the numerous instances.
It is to~be observed that whereas the latter case, namely, the omission of the article before a noun when the adjective is determined, is a sign of late and decadent style, the omission of the article before an adjective qualifying a determined noun appears to be very archaic and highly poetical. -"
For the explanation of fy ^pfj (\}/ 717) see root ttJJ below. ) has also caused the same difficulty. The ordinary rendering which used to be the cherished thoughts of my heart, literally, the things possessed by my heart, taking tfT to be the root of ""Bhlfc, is more than doubtful. It has therefore been suggested to take ^Tiö to be identical with Syriac jjl^so = Babylonian mahrasu, a cord or string. According to this we cannot do better than take Tibt to mean strings, that is to say, nerves, literally, things that bind or tie. To ^ribt with such a meaning the verb }prü were reut would he naturally applied, and the whole sentence would yield a very appropriate rendering. The verse accordingly vividly describes Job's bodily weakness, and should be translated:
My days have passed, my nemes, or v eins-the cords of my heart-are rent.
$' ' in this sense would also be parsed äs an unaugmented ÄJ^A*, but with an active signification = ilöVpt. It should also be compared with Arabic ^£5 a rope, cord, which is a JJ^ form, and has an active signification.
pj5t. In Neo-Hebrew this root occurs with the meaning of he bound> fettered. From this signification-in Biblical Hebrew the Fiel of this root denotes he purißed, refined-it was suggested to derive the noun Ö n j?t fetters, chains which occurs several times in the Old Testament. If this <> **. view be adopted, I should be inclined to take pt äs a J-s·^ -P^i?! something that binds or fetters. It. would accordingly have an active signific-5 x s< ation like ^ chains (Isa 40 19) which is evidently an active JÜ^ÄÄ. To this explanation of the root it has been objected because one would scarcely. expect that ppj with such a meaning should entirely disappear from all the cognate languages and earlier dialects and be preserved in a comparatively late dialect like Neo-Hebrew. Nor is the existence of 2 the Arabic noun Jj^ a ivine-bottle, which is taken by some authorities to mean some thing that binds, or restrains, in any way supporting the view 2 of connecting pt with pßj, for a much better explanation of Jj) is offered by LANE who takes it to be a skin ofwJdch the hair is clipped, a bottle* Zeitschrift L d. alttest. \Vlji. Jahrg. 30. 1910 . g * ?
For <3j in the sccond conjugation =* he skinned, whence ,3) = a skinbottle in which wine is kept. Those scholars, therefore, who are not satisfied with the view which assumes an old root ppt = bound, fetiered, compare D^] with Arabic <3l>j a necklace from the root ^J lie bound, tied ^tp (the camel). pt would accordingly be contracted from pM, like tJJ a goat from UJJ. The NeoHebrew verb p£J would then be a denominative from p! whose derivation was erroneously taken to be pj2J
x .
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The above-mentioned <3j s well s Syriac Uj-whatever its derivation may be-is a J-^i form => &/) and J-a^j respectively. If derived from Jp|) it is an unaugmented passive form, literally, soinething clipped; if ; however, it is to be connected with Neo-Hebrew pj?t it is active, something that restrains or binds.
"HJ. Whether 1t a circlet, border is to be derived from this root or from IN cannot be decided by the form of the word. It is true that with pronominal suffixes it becomes Ή1; but this is due to the fact that the Ί can have no dagesh. Cf. #15 instead of ttha. All authorities are unanimous in taking its original meaning to be something that binds or forces together. Now Arabic ^5=^ visited^ etc., from which root the Hebrew ΊΤ a stranger is to be derived. JJJ «= he collected, or forced together vehemently, or strictly. It is therefore quite evident that *\\ is to be connected with the root ~j} and not with ^\}. It is true that we have in Hebrew the imperfect ζΠΗ*? (J OD 39 ^5) and ΠΊίίΠ]-which, by the way, presents many other difficulties-and in Syriac 5}, 'ioj which point to the derivation of *\\ from !U. But these are probably merely secondary forms, Cf. especially Syriac >=X and Arabic .Ji (fourth conjugation) he approached, drew near. If this view, which is adopted by OLSHAUSEN and K NIG, JA. profane^ not ^»Ä., is an unaugmented J-^AS «== J^J^. which is "^ ^ ** ' ****' . also found, and = lawful, allowable. If J^l was originally transitive and meant allowed, äs suggested above, this form is doubtless a passive participle which primarily signified something undone, untied, imbound.
ut if we must derive J^j. and J^Sl from the intransitive J^l was lawful, these forms are to be taken äs intransitive adjectives which BARTH would derive from the intransitive perfect. DDH. Of this root which = was or became warm we have Dh heat which is used almost in every case äs an abstract noun. It is accordingly a J-as form -Üöh. But Dh DH^ (I Sam 217) bread of heat instead of the ordinary' expression DH ürf? hot bread is rather unnatural to some extent 2 . Oi account of this reason modern commentators have altered the vocalisation of Dh, and read DH s in Jos 9 12. At all events one feels that the adjective is by far more suitable than the abstract noun. QlMHl 1 takes it to be a Vl)>B form = DIDrj. But, s explained above, the f> jr 9 ^Ĵ^ 9 and JAS forms are identical, the former having developed from the latter, and have the same meaning; it is therefore quite immaterial whether we take h to be a J^AS or J^o form, since when unaugmented they are both identical in their appearance. Arabic λ^. = a) the most Ox 9 *· vehement heat of the summer, and is then a <*JJLi form; b) live coals with which one fumigates, hot water, in which case it is an unaugmented f ' τ 9 form.
•t 9
)30-*$ fav<ntr> grace is a J^i form of )5Π he showed favour, was gracious. So also Arabic JL . = JU^..
From this root with the signification he covered y enclosed, surroundedy which occurs in Deut 33 12, the word *)h a s k re t coast, is to 0 j χ be derived. Its form is no doubt an unaugmented J^AS with an active sense = ^ΒΠ something that surrounds, encloses. The 1 of *}1Π, a spelling which is frequently met with, is only Orthographie, just s in the case of *1^Π (Tdc 13 8). This explanation of the root and formation is to " &Έ -some extent supported by Arabic aol^. latus, ora t margo, which is the ordinary active participle feminine of U-A !. he surrounded, encompassed. Of course there can be no question of taking it to be contracted from *]ο1Π-a view which is apparently supported by the scriptio plena-for,
s I have explained above, J^ls of the geminate verb must be 1D if unaugmented. In 'the second place, had *)1Π been contracted from *)Β1Π, the feminine form ΠΒΙ1, which is evidently the same s ^Π in its formation, should have been ΠΒΊΠ, since the 1 of ^J IB is unchangeable.
Qf x
In Arabic there also occurs the form AiUw which is obviously only «i -a secondary form, perhaps corrupted from ^li, the Tashdid having been omitted. * K NIG 2 on-the other hand derives *)1Π from *)}Π, taking the l to be of the root The basis of this assumtion is doubtless the spelling of *)1Π s well s Arabic λί£-. Hebrew *]?1Π (Deut 33 12) would according to this view be a Polel. But after comparing it with Arabic I-AJ*. and connect Π!?Π with Arabic ^5^-and ^Π with S^ .. According to the preceding explanation there is no necessity of taking D^-SJlD (Jdc ζ n) archers to be a denominative of ^Π, or of taking it to inean those who divide spoil. It simply = those who pierce, cut, the Fiel having the same meaning s Qal in this case. The sense of archer is also required for ^Π in the verse ^Πο^ νφν\ (Num 24 8). The ordinary explanation is that we -have to supply a l instrumenti beforê SH and translate and he will bruise them with his arrows. To this it may be objected that the object of γτ\& would be expected to be expressed in some way or other. Nor is it at all likely that the D should be omitted. DlLLMANN emends it to VSiJI^] and his oppressors, thus taking it to be the object of ^Πο^ This gives excellent sense, and removes all difficulties, but has no support of the versions. It is therefore unlikely-that 1 s ?t3^> which is a well-known word, should be corrupted, especially after Γ$ in the parallel clause. If, however, W be taken s a It is also possible, although it nmst be admitted that it is a little farfetched, to explain that the suffix of Y^ni should refer to Israel s the object of the verbal idea contained in the participle fn. We should then render: and he ^v^ll bruise those who divide, or sever kirn. It would thus be similar to the sense secured by DILLMANN'S emendation. Another passage in which ^Π is best explained s an archer iŝ Sg *iyiy\ T spSfll ? fctoto T>? ^p W?rn, (Ez 39 3) . The accepted rendering is and I will strike out thy bow from thy left hand, and thy arrffws from thy right hand will I cause to fall. But W?ni is hardly a suitable verb here. One would rather expect '•fob^ni or a similar expression. ^h ?n ^Π (Amos 9 i) sinke the capital is of a quite different character. For there ^Π has the ordinary meaning of strike at, whereas in Ez 39 3 we want some word which expresses knock out. I should therefore like to propose taking fl# in the sense of Π$£ a bowman, or actually alter the vocalisation and read *jn$i2, and then ϊρΒΓη would be thy archers s in Num 248. We should then translate: And I will strike thy bowman at thy left hand, and cause thy archers to fall at thy right hand. The construction would then be exactly the same s in *fiS b& *iy&Q Π551ί *$$ (ψ 91 7) thousand will fall at thy side and a myriad at thy right hand, where has the meaning of at.
There is another passage in which nt^jj appears to have the meaning of bowman. VIDS fit^j?.fc (Isa 22 3) can hardly be they were bound or taken prisoners by, or because of the bow. It would, however, be exceedingly suitable to translate by the bowman they were iaken captives. engravedj fixed is derived. It is therefore a (J^i form = plpn with a passive sense. The very meaning of the word suggests this explanation of the form which should be compared with p HD (Prv 3 1 5) which is an ordinary Pual participle. If ph had been a J-so form, s it is usually taken to be, it would have been difficult to conceive how the meaning Statute developed. The same is the case with the feminine HJ5JJ which is also a J^AS form = Hjjiprj, and is used synonymously with pft.
s There is at least one passage in which this unaugmented J^AS has retained its adjectival character. W^lOBh T^g ηφ^ fyztf (Jer 5 24). The rendering The weeks of the laws of harvest He observes for us, the only one which seems to be permissible if Πΐρπ is taken s a noun, is quite unintelligible. The explanation given by Oxford Gesenius Lexicori 1 "weeks of Statutes (i. e. weeks appointed by '') for harvest" cannot be obtained from the words. LXX reads κατά καιρόν ίτληρώαεως προοτάγματος θερισμοϋ, και έφύλα£εν ήμΐν, thus reading njja in the preceding clause instead of injja and joining it to this one, and taking nj£?to instead of IfyZUl· and nj?il for niplj. This only proves that the translators feit some difficulty in the ordinary translation, but our text is substantially correct.
If, however, Πΐρ^ be taken s an unaugmented JyU with its original participial or adjectival force, the sentence would run very smoothly. The scriptio plena of pTJ is probably due to the misunderstanding of the meaning of the word, or the " * is only Orthographie like DW (ψ 66 15) which is derived, according to the best authorities, from ΠΓ}?· SDVt ρΉ (I Reg 22 35) the interior pari of the chariot may be a figurative expression of ρ^Π a bosom. But it is also probable to derive it from Ρ£Π tJie hewen-out, or hollow part. This applies also to pTJ in Ez 43 13 14 17 which is used of some part of the altar.
"ΠΠ. One of the meanings of this root, which is common in all Semitic languages, is was or became free = Arabic j . Out of this root 1h a nobleman, a freeman is doubtless to be derived. As to the form it can hardly be a JAS. L AGARDE 1 takes it s a Jjo form like red. This is quite probable in itself. But s this J-S form is not very *·> j S frequent in Hebrew, and since the J_^ forms of the geminate verbs *->< when unaugmented would have the same appearance s the J-^i, it is perhaps preferable to take 1h s a J_^ form = "ΝΊΠ which would be an intransitive adjective like DiSJJ.
The Talmudic "ΠΠΠ freedmen is a passive participle, the Qal "ΠΠ being taken to have a transitive sense.
Arabic ^ free, ingenuous, free-born is also a J^ ^ = f^^L .. The feminine *pi a free woman has ^^-for its broken^plural. This fact would prove that iij^l corresponds to the augmented *j££ 2 . WRIGHT3 takes it s an exception. But according to the preceding explanation it conforms with the general rule.
1h, or, with scriptio plena, Ί1Π a hole has been derived from Ί^Π by E. K NIG 4 and others, and has been compared with Arabic j^i. the depth of a pit. As a support to this view one may cite the form D^n? which < bccurs in Isa 42 22, and 1Π (ibid. 1 1 8). It is, however, also possible to assume Jhe existence of a verb "ΠΠ he pierced, bored. DELITZSCH compares it with Assyrian hurru. Arabic JA. also = # hole or mout/t of a millstone. If this latter view be adopted 1h would be an unaugmented j * J^si form = ΊΠΠ with a passive signification, something pierced or bor ed. In Syriac we have the augmented \\*\*> a needle^s eye, a hole, s well s the unaugmented 1ϊα£ with precisely the same signification.
ΠΠΒ. There is some doubt whether this root is to be recognised in Hebrew. HtD (Isa 44 18), which apparently proves its existence, has been explained by many grammarians to be a metaplastic punctuation for HD, like T? (Zach 4 10).
Π1ΠΒ has been derived from ΠΟ he overspread, besmeared, hence the inward parts ( s being covered over). In Job 38 36 ΙΤίΠβ? fittf"M? n Dn, this meaning is not suitable, for it Stands there in the midst of a graphic description of the phenomena of nature. It has therefore been suggested to take Π1Πβ in that passage to be cloud-layers, s dark hidden spaces. So DILLMANN, for instance. It is thus still connected with Πβ. It is, however, more probable to derive ηΐΠβ in that passage from Arabic J* he spread (it), expanded. According to this ΠΠβ is to some extent synonymous with JJpl and pp^, and the singular of ΓΐΐΠβ would not be ΠΓΚβ but ΠΠΙΰ, and would be parsed s an unaugmented XJ^is = ΠΠΙΠβ with a passive signification, literally, something spread out, or expanded. We should then render: Who placed wisdom in the expansef It would then be identical in form and meaning with «p^. (See pp^ above.)
In conclusion it must be observed that another explanation is possible. ΓΓίΠΒ may also be derived from a root ΠΠβ, corresponding to -S s Arabic ls^ was dark, obscure. ί Ls^ = nubes alta. Out of these three explanations the second and the third are more probable than the first one. ' TV. The Hebrew TT beloved is used both s an adjective, s, for instance, ?jnU3^p niTT^TlD (ψ 4 δ 2) How lovely, or beloved are Thy habitations!, s well s a noun =friend, literally, one who is beloved. The verb has been preserved in Arabic where ^ he loved is of frequent occurrence.
f^ a person loved, or beloved, an object of love, a friend, loving, affectionate, is no doubt an unaugmented J-^i form = ^>$ which 'is found with both active and passive significations. ^ sometimes also signifies love in which case it is evidently a J-*i form = $>j. So also A-i*' # ra?/i or covering is a <O*^Aä form, &J£ a small roof over ··*' * ^ *** ///^ gate is an unaugmented ÄJ^ÄS-with an active signification.
It is not certain whether it is possible to connect Hebrew ]3 a base, pedestal, office with this root. Oxford Gesenius Lexicon takes ]?3 to be a parallel form of )tö was ßrm, substantiaL It is, however, conceivable that )J3 == ^ he protected may also mean he siipported, and hence ]3 = a base, or pedestal^ äs supporting the thing which is placed upon it.
With suffixes we find only 1JD which must have )3 for its absolute state. It is therefore justifiable to assume two forms, ]3 and )?, the former being J^£ = ) S 4| with an active signification, and the latter 0 ^ '*' JAS = )J3 with the same meaning. It is also possible to take )? and . ** )? äs passive J^»^ and J^s forms, respectively, äs something which is covered) whence a Oase. ]3 (Isa 51 6), which is usually taken to be the Singular masculine of D^ä? gnats, äs well äs the latter form itself, is of very dubious origin, and it is therefore useless to speculate about its form. BARTH T and many other scholars connect it with Arabic p£, Mishnaic ^3, etc.
f)Ö3. *)? a palm, handis probably a passive J^ii = *)D3 from *) §3 he .
or beut f down, corresponding to Arabic L_a£ 3 a branch is an » x < unaugtnented ^<^ = 710^03 with a passive sense, something that is bent down. Cf. the expression Ifc^l ]1Ö?8? ^^^0 (Isa 58 5) is it to bend like a bulrushjus head?, which to some extent proves that the first thing that $truck a Semite about a bulrush or branch "was its being bent-down.
In Talmudic literature 3 = a vault. It is doubtless also a passive *i something bent. Its augmented form H ^ S seems to have the same meaning in the phrase ΠΠΝ nS^ DS $ΓΟ DJJ ΊΠ^ to dwell with a serpent in the same house, or under tlie same roof.
The derivation of *ώ, Arabic ^, Syriac fjol 0: £/;#/ #/" measure, being very obscure, it is precarious to discuss its form. DELITZSCH3 derives 2b a heart from Assyrian lab bu = in unruhiger Bewegung, atifgeregt sein, whence the heart which is in con-* The puncluation Π3 is not aulhentic, and has no basis. In view of nn^3 one should prefer to punctuate it Π3.
* So JASTROW, explaining neither the form, nor how it can be connected with this root. 
